11 May 2017
Dear friends in Christ,
When we meet for the Special Session of the Synod in a few weeks’ time, we will have farewelled our
Bishop, something that we never expected to be doing in 2017. Bishop Greg is greatly missed in the
Diocese. He has received some very moving expressions of gratitude and encouragement. Our prayers
remain with him, Kerry and their family in this time of transition.
Since the Synod last met, the Diocesan Council has been working hard on the significant matters facing us. I
want to share with you some of those important matters for your consideration and prayer.

FACING THE PAST AND SHAPING A HEALTHY FUTURE
At Synod we will have the opportunity once again to renew our commitment to facing the past and shaping
a healthy future for this part of God’s Church. Just under two years ago Bishop Greg spoke to us about the
reality of abuse of children, youth and vulnerable people within our Diocese and the culture which
permitted this to happen. He invited us to shape a healthy future in which we address the hurt of the past
and become what God has called us to be as the church in this region.
We are faced with the responsibility of making some important decisions right now; decisions that will
shape who we are and how we are seen. It is our responsibility to continue do all that we can to express
our commitment to be a safe and valuable contributor to the communities that we serve in order that we
can properly witness to God’s way of mercy, justice and love.
People of faith have gathered to deliberate on important things for millennia. We can be inspired as we
gather by the story of Joshua. He gathered the tribes of Israel together and, speaking to the leaders and the
people, he narrates the story of God’s blessing and covenant with them. He then challenges them by asking
them to indicate who they will serve. Will they serve God who has blessed them or will they follow different
paths and different gods? We witness a tough exchange in which Joshua tests the resolve of the people to
follow through on their promises. The people say to Joshua, “The Lord our God we will serve, and him we
will obey.”
When we gather as the Synod we are being asked to make some very significant decisions. Joshua, was
upfront with the people when they gathered at Shechem. He challenged them to ‘revere the Lord, and
serve him in sincerity and in faithfulness’. He led them from the beginning, proclaiming, ‘as for me and my
household, we will serve the Lord’.
Our call at the forthcoming session of Synod is to begin and end with confidence that we are honouring and
serving God in this Diocese at this time.

FACING THE PAST
Responding to the Royal Commission
Our work is rightly still influenced by the evidence during the Royal Commission hearing into events in our
Diocese (case study 42) and the hearings examining the Anglican Church nationally (case study 52). I know
that people have been deeply upset by the accounts of the harm done to people and the failure of the
church to properly respond. We heard clearly that we must address the culture of the Diocese. The
Commissioners have not set a date when their formal report into the case study will be released.
I have attached a copy of a recent article by Anne Manne in the Monthly. She reflects on the evidence
tendered in case study 42 and provides some independent commentary about its implications. I encourage
special care as you consider the article. There is material in it that may trigger people who have
experienced abuse who read it.

Our commitment to redress
The Royal Commission has reported publicly that in the period to 31 December 2016, the Diocese had
made 27 payments totalling $4.57million with an average payment of $183,000. Our budget for 2017 and
2018 factors in possible redress in the order of $1.5million.
It is vital that we understand that the 2017 and 2018 budget figures are based on estimates in relation to
redress funding for 2017 and 2018. There is material before us that suggests that our estimates may be too
low. With the evidence before the Royal Commission, and changes in NSW law, some survivors are rightly
seeking to revisit their past redress. Other survivors are also coming forward.
We fully support the establishment of a best practice Commonwealth Redress Scheme for abuse survivors
and will do all that we can to enable the Diocese to exercise the option to “opt in” into the scheme. We
welcome the fact that the scheme will be independent of the Church and will assist survivors access the
support and counselling they seek.
Our commitment as a Diocese is to an open trauma-informed approached aimed at providing a prompt,
pastoral and appropriate response to people seeking redress.

Understanding the complexities of Diocesan Governance
Late last year, the Diocese commissioned KPMG to undertake a review of the governance of the Diocese.
We wanted to ensure best-practice decision-making and ensure a high standard of accountability and
transparency to the church and wider community. In March, the Diocesan Council received a report from
the KPMG lead partner on the review, Mr Mark Jones AM.
KPMG observed
The Diocese is built on a rich tapestry of people who breathe life into the Diocese on a day-today basis. There are many dedicated individuals who have contributed enormously to the
wellbeing of the Diocese and its people, in many cases, volunteering their time, experience, as
well as contributing financially, to the Diocese.
If adopted, this Review would result in changes to various roles and responsibilities of
individuals who currently hold positions in the governance bodies of the Diocese. Any changes
in no way diminish the very substantial contributions that have been made, and the Diocese is
extremely grateful for the dedication of many people. The purpose of the recommendations,
taken as a whole, is to strengthen the governance arrangements of the Diocese and to help
prepare the Diocese for a sustainable, resilient and healthy future.
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Recognising that our governance structures and processes had evolved over decades, KPMG considered our
governance against contemporary governance principles. Recognising the complexities facing the church as
a voluntary association with charitable status and understanding that we are driven by a call to Christian
mission, as expressed in the five marks of mission of the Anglican Communion, they proposed 5 key areas
of concern.
Their report identifies their key concerns as:
•

•

•

•

•

Unclear accountabilities, interrelationships and reporting lines
o There is lack of clarity in the relationships and hierarchical structures between
entities, boards and committees across the Diocese.
o There are ill-defined reporting lines, roles, responsibilities and accountabilities, which
presents major governance challenges and increases the risk that governance
arrangements may fail to meet the needs of the Diocese.
Lack of clear business advice
o There is a merging of the oversight of the religious aspects of the Diocese and the
corporate/business affairs of the Diocese, which results in individuals who are well
placed to participate in religious oversight of the Diocese potentially presiding over
financial or business matters, which may not be aligned with their skills and
experience.
Representative rather than skills-based governance
o Typically, individuals appointed to governance structures (Council, boards,
committees) have been selected on a representative basis. This practice is not
aligned with good governance, which emphasises a skills-based approach for the
composition of governance structures.
o Individuals may fulfil multiple roles across the existing governance groups,
introducing the potential for conflicts of interest within the governance structure.
Nomination process not defined and constrained
o There is no robust nomination process, which means that members of the
governance boards and committees are typically nominated/selected from the
Anglican community on the basis of who is available and interested at the time, with
the relevant skills being a secondary consideration.
o A selection criteria/requirement for nomination to a Diocese Board or Committee is
whether a person is a practicing Anglican. Whilst there are exceptions to this rule,
such as on the Anglican Care Board, it acts as a “filter” to potentially constrain the
number of potential candidates who could be nominated for board and/or
committee roles.
Onerous demands on the episcopate
o The governance structure of the Diocese bestows significant power on the elected
Bishop. The Bishop fulfils multiple roles within the overall governance structure,
including being the President of the Synod, Chairperson of the Diocesan Council, as
well as being a chair or member on a number of the other boards and committees
across the Diocese. The Bishop also leads the Diocesan Office. This number of roles,
together with leading the religious aspects of the Diocese, may be too onerous for
one individual to perform effectively.

Their report is available on the Diocesan website (http://newcastleanglican.org.au/synod2017/).

Our commitment to best practice child protection
In late 2016, the Diocese also commissioned a review of its professional standards and redress processes by
Ms Helen Deas. Helen is a former Detective Superintendent with NSW Police with vast experience in child
protection.
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This review examined our current practices against the model resources established by the Professional
Standards Commission of the Anglican Church and key papers developed by the Royal Commission. The aim
of the review was to ensure that the Diocese can be satisfied that its culture and practices are positioned to
ensure continuous improvement in the work of child protection, professional standards and redress.
Helen Deas recognised the diligent work of volunteers and staff working with the Professional Standards
Board, the Professional Standards Committee and, in the Professional Standard and Diocesan offices. She
affirmed that we have made strong progress in embedding professional practices and policies within the
church. She recognised that the Diocese was now focussed on the needs of survivors.
The Executive Summary of the Professional Standards Review is available on the Diocesan website
(http://newcastleanglican.org.au/synod2017/).

Understanding the Financial Situation facing the whole Diocese
For a number of years the Diocese has been managing its financial situation carefully to ensure we would
fulfil our redress obligations, meet costs associated with the Royal Commission and other legal costs. We
have observed tight budget constraints, drawn on land sale trusts and borrowed money.
We began 2016 with the understanding that the Trustees of Church Property had been able to make a
grant from unallocated funds to the Diocesan Council. The Diocesan Council used that grant to ensure we
continued to meet our obligations for redress.
However, late in 2016 it became clear that the accounting treatment for some historic assets needed
correction. It has been necessary to review various minutes and business papers in some cases back to the
1930s. The outcome included a change in the calculation of unallocated funds.
The draft audited financial statements for the Trustees of Church Property include the following statement:
Over the course of preparing the 2017 budget for the Trustees of Church Property (TCP), some
of the accounting policies and treatments adopted in the 2015 financial statements were
reconsidered.
A key area of focus addressed the accounting for property assets, and specifically the
accounting treatment for the Bishopscourt property and distribution to the See Fund and the
site leased by Newcastle Grammar School.
The Trustees have previously determined that the endowments they hold on behalf of other
entities such as the parish and diocese would be recorded as liabilities. On examining the
financial statements further, Diocesan management identified that the trust liabilities did not
reflect the trusts associated with either Bishopscourt, or the land on which Newcastle Grammar
School (NGS site) is located.
In November 2015, an amount of discretionary funds was distributed from Trustees of Church
Property reserves. The amount of $4,887,564 was distributed to the Anglican Diocese of
Newcastle General Fund and Budget Account.
This matter was addressed at the Third Session of the Fifty First Synod in December 2016.
Of the $4,887,564 that was distributed, $1,468,971 was a grant from unallocated funds and the balance
($3,418,594) became a low-interest (bank bill + 2%). The loan was interest only for two years after which it
must be repaid over a 15 year term. By the end of 2017, with two years of interest, the loan will have
increased to around $3.7million.
While low interest rates are positive in terms of the loan they have had a significant impact on revenue
from endowments to the Diocesan General Fund and Budget Account. The Diocesan budget is under
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considerable pressure and the Diocesan Council has been revising its financial strategy to ensure The
Diocese meets all of its obligations in a timely way.

S H AP I N G A H E AL T H Y F U T U R E
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R eforming
Diocesan
Governance

Improved bishop
election
processes

Clear financial
strategy

R eforming Diocesan Governance
K PMG advised the Diocese to establish a new entity, to oversee the temporal, financial, business and
administrative affairs of the Diocese. K PMG advised that the new entity should have a skills-based Board
based on good governance principles, be limited to 7-9 members (plus the Bishop and Assistant Bishop) and
be supported by a Committee structure (for example an Audit and Risk Committee). This entity would
direct and oversee the work of the Diocesan office. The Diocesan Council is well advanced in implementing
this recommendation.
K PMG acknowledged that the creation of a new entity would change the way the Diocesan Council
exercised oversight of the business affairs of the Diocese. This new entity will be required to report to the
Diocesan Council and will provide expert oversight and guidance on these complex financial and
administrative matters. The Diocesan Council will continue to be the standing committee of the Synod
when the Synod is in recess, and continue to be a Council of advice to the Bishop. The Synod is being asked
to restructure the Diocesan Council, in line with those recommendations.
K PMG proposed that the Newcastle Anglican Schools Corporation, Samaritans and Anglican Care, whilst
retaining their existing governance structure, should formally report to the new Board. They recommended
that these bodies should maintain a degree of autonomy to set their respective strategies and continue to
deliver on their mission. This work should be set and reviewed within the broader governance, risk
management and financial framework of the Diocese.
The Diocesan Council recognised that the approach suggested by K PMG would mean that people who
support the ethos of our work as a Christian Church but who may not be committed Christians can be
invited to join some of our boards and committees. We are being encouraged to invite others, who wish to
see the church flourish, to contribute their skills in law, finance, property and the like. In balancing the
different perspectives, the proposal before the Synod is that all of the members of the Diocesan Council
must be communicant Anglicans. The Diocesan Council has established a means by which the majority of
members of other boards must be practising Christians and normally practising Anglicans.
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KPMG recommended that the current Board of the Anglican Savings and Development Fund be disbanded
and that the new entity Board oversee the work of the ASDF. The current board of the Trustees of Church
Property would also be replaced by the new entity Board.
KPMG did not look at the governance of diocesan ministries. The Diocesan Council recognised that some of
the KPMG observations could also be made of this area of Diocesan work. The Diocesan Council formed the
view that it would be wise to draw together the governance of mission and ministry planning for the whole
of the diocese and the work of all-age education, formation, and evangelism. It resolved to establish a
Diocesan Ministry Council.
In response to the KPMG review, the Diocesan Council has resolved to:
1. implement the first wave of the KPMG recommendations,
2. establish the Newcastle Anglican Church Corporation;
3. establish a Diocesan Ministry Council;
4. bring to Synod legislation which would reduce the size of the Diocesan Council, focus its
work as the Standing Committee of the Synod and Council of Advice to the Bishop, and
modernise its processes;
5. recruit a Diocesan Chief Executive (in place of a Diocesan Business Manager) to lead the
work of the Newcastle Anglican Church Corporation being supported by and accountable
to its Board; and
6. modernise the constitutions for Samaritans and Anglican Care noting that the Schools
Corporation Ordinance was updated in 2016.
The ordinances passed by the Diocesan Council can be reviewed on the Diocesan website. It will take a
number of months for the new governance structure and processes to be fully operational.

Ensuring best practice professional standards processes
In her review of child protection, professional standards and redress, Helen Deas identified both

gaps and opportunities for improvement and made 115 recommendations. We have been strongly
encouraged to change our conversation away from speaking about the burden and the problems that
compliance creates to embracing child protection, professional standards and redress processes as strong
statements about what is important to us as the church. We were reminded in this review of the
importance of accepting responsibility, being accountable, working together and having open
communication.
In response to the Royal Commission hearing and the Professional Standards Review, the
Diocesan Council
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

has amended the Professional Standards Ordinance 2012 to remove any doubt about the
transparency of the Diocese’s processes;
confirmed the Diocese’s ongoing commitment to meet counselling costs for survivors;
ensured that its redress processes are trauma-informed and not focussed on adherence
to legal process;
established a consistent process for people seeking a review of past redress;
committed the Diocese to implement the recommendations of the professional standard
review; and
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6.

continued to review the Diocese’s financial plans to ensure the Diocese meets its redress
obligations

Our commitment is implement all of the recommendations of the review and continue to ensure we adopt
best practice approaches to our professional standards responsibilities. We want the church to be seen as a
safe and valuable contributor to the communities we serve.

Clear diocesan financial strategy for 2017 and 2018
The Synod recognised that in 2017, with the need to fund redress and meet other costs, the Diocese would
incur a further deficit of around $2million. The Synod was advised that the Diocesan Council would access
the proceeds of a major trust fund to meet this cost. That decision has already been implemented.
There are some indicators emerging that our budget estimates for redress may be too low. Additionally,
many of the financial claims being dealt with by the Diocese relate to events for which there is no insurance
cover or where the insurer has denied claims due to the failure of diocesan processes. This is an important
consideration in all of budgetary decisions.
We have begun the work of preparing the 2018 budget. I have attached the latest summary of the draft
budget. It is clear that the decision to require the parishes and entities to use the Anglican Savings and
Development Fund is having a very helpful impact. However, the draft budget while incorporating an
increase in parish contribution indicates that if continue to operate the Diocesan Office and Diocesan
Ministry in the same way as we have in recent years, and if we implement the increased staffing options
identified in the external reviews, and if we meet our loan and redress obligations, then the Diocese would
need to find $948,445 in additional funding. The Diocesan Council knows that this is unsustainable. It does
not believe that doubling parish contributions to meet such a shortfall is an appropriate way forward.
The Diocesan Council is looking at a strategy in which the Trustee loan is repaid by withdrawing $3.7 million
of capital from diocesan and parish trusts. This might include, for example, seeking support from parishes
which have new permanent trusts arising from substantial returns from recent property sales. This would
have a net effect around $350,000.
There is a critical component to the Diocesan Budget in which the Bishop indicates aspirations and options
for the future. In exercising this responsibility I can see there are possibilities for saving up to $400,000. I
am still thinking them through. I am waiting to hear how the Synod responds to the central measures in the
financial strategy discussion. I am conscious that people are affected by each decision and that each choice
has an impact on the service and ministry provided at a diocesan level.
The Synod is being asked to recognise the responsibility facing the Diocesan Council on behalf of the whole
Diocese.

Improved Bishop election processes
In 2013, the Diocesan Council established a group to review the bishop election processes recognising that
they were largely the same processes that had been in place for nearly a century. The group reported to
the Synod in 2014 and sought guidance from the Synod on its preferred election model. In keeping with the
request of that Synod, the review group has presented the draft ordinance to the Diocesan Council so that
the revised procedures can come before the Synod for consideration.
The clear aim of the proposed process is to allow the Diocese and the candidates to engage in a deep
process of discernment which is led on our behalf by the Bishop Nomination Board. If adopted, the Synod,
when it meets to elect a Bishop, will have before it up to 4 candidates who have been through a careful
process of enquiry aimed at seeking the will of God and responding to the mind and needs of the church for
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the years ahead. The proposed process draws on the experience of other dioceses and aspects of
contemporary human resource practice.
I have consulted with the current Bishop Nomination Board and the Diocesan Council about having an
intentional consultation process aimed at helping us identify what we are seeking in the 14th Bishop of
Newcastle before calling for nominations. With their support, I have invited the Reverend Sandy Jones from
the Diocese of Melbourne to lead this work. Sandy has extensive experience in senior level recruitment
and assisted the Dioceses of Adelaide and Tasmania in their recent election processes. Sandy will also be
available to assist the Bishop Nomination Board in its work. I have invited her to be at the Special Synod
session on May 27th.

Being the Anglican Diocese of Newcastle
One of the real joys of my ministry as a bishop amongst you is to be in parishes on Sundays, and to be at
events held at Samaritans, Anglican Care and in our schools. In each of these communities I see Anglican
Christians loving God and loving our neighbours. I see clergy and people expressing the Five Marks of
Mission of the Anglican Communion in practice. The Encounter and our regular Electronic News tells a
hopeful and encouraging story in words and pictures.
Many people had a vivid sense of this when we gathered before Easter for the renewal of our commitment
to ministry and the blessing of holy oils at the Cathedral; three of our clergy spoke with passion, humour
and insight about their work.
I shared with the clergy my view that, as we embrace the big questions of ensuring that the church is seen
as a safe and valuable contributor to the communities we serve within a society that continues to change
its relationship with religion and with institutions, we need to focus on some of the basics of our church
work – heartfelt worship, creative teaching, loving service, genuine care and faith-filled outreach. We
exercise this vocation as companions together knowing the companionship of God.
It is encouraging to know that a significant number of clergy have already completed training in ensuring a
trauma informed response provided by the Blueknot Foundation, and that others making arrangements to
do so.

Appreciation and prayers
This is a demanding time for the Diocesan leadership and long days have become quite normal in recent
months. There is some light at the end of the tunnel. I am grateful for your love, care and prayers.
I appreciate the untiring commitment of Ms Linda Wilson as the Acting Diocesan Business Manager and of
Archdeacons Sonia Roulston and Arthur Copeman who work very closely with me. Mr Michael Elliott and
Ms Cathy Rose work diligently in their roles as well as in responding to the Royal Commission and
Professional Standards Review. We look forward to Jenny Chung, our Finance Manager, returning from
personal leave at the beginning of June. All the Diocesan Staff have worked tirelessly. They have
appreciated greatly the messages of care and support that regularly come in.
I am delighted that two highly talented people in Ms Jenny Cappellacci and the Reverend Scott Dulley have
agreed to chair the Samaritans and the Newcastle Anglican Schools Corporation respectively. Mr John
Kilpatrick and Mr Geoff Spring have both signalled to me the need for succession in their roles as Chair of
Anglican Care and Chair of the Professional Standards Committee. We can be very grateful for their service.
Each continues to provide great leadership in their areas of work.
Over the last few months we have great support from a range of professional advisors who often remind us
that they are encouraged by the work they have seen the Diocese doing over the last few years.
At Shechem, the people of God called to mind all God done for them and their gratitude to him. They
entered again into their covenant relationship with God; promising to revere and serve him. One of the
expressions of our covenant relationship with God is to face our past and shape a healthy future.
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I commend all of these matters to you for your prayerful consideration as you prepare for the Synod. We
can have great confidence that guided by the Holy Spirit we will, as Synod, discern what God is seeking of
us and together find the courage to do all that He needs us to do.
Y ours sincerely in Christ,

Bishop Peter Stuart
President of the Synod
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Identifying the Budget Strategy Moving Forward from 2017 - 2018

Global Ideas
Version 5 - May 2017
Our 2017 Budget
Budget Deficit 2017
Late last year we estimated redress for 2017 and interest on our loan for
redress to amount to
We estimated Royal Commission legal costs for 2017 to be
We engaged 2 major reviews costing

If 2017 had been the same as 2016

2,150,064

$
-$

1,796,273
353,791

$

1,451,273

$
$

145,000
200,000

$

208,232

$
$

58,445
267,188 $

533,865

$

180,074

Our we anticipated our underlying operational difference to be
What made the difference between 2016 and 2017?
We had to change the way we process the rent from the Newcastle
Grammar School Lease
We increased Professional Standards Staffing
The decline in interest rates hit us hard

-$

To meet the cash shortfall the Diocesan Council has withdrawn a Permanent Endowment valued at around
$1.8 million

Identifying the Budget Strategy Moving Forward from 2017 - 2018
Global Ideas
Version 5 - May 2017
Our 2018 Budget
Budget Deficit 2018
Surplus required to ensure cash for loan repayment
Funding needs

As we try to understand our situation
If we kept operating in 2018 like 2016 - underlying deficit
but we add new Redress and include 2018 Redress Loan Interest
We are advised to Increase professional standards expenses for survivor
support and set a formal PS budget
Following on reviews and HR salary advice
Provision for Board Member Fees (NACC & PSC)
Professional Standards no longer shared with Grafton
We have factored in a 2% clergy stipend rise but adjusted for actual level of
Uni Chaplaincy staffing
The DC has varied trust relating to the Newcastle Grammar School rent to
allow for payment for episcopal expenses
But we have also increased the base assessment by $1000 per parish.
And we have imagined that interest might improve by 0.5% in 2018
And we wondered if Samaritans might take responsibility for funding
chaplaincy ministry
Surplus required to ensure cash for loan repayment

-$
-$
-$

723,445
225,000
948,445

122,406
40,000 $

723,445

$

225,000

$

948,445

$
$
$

353,791
431,273
99,191

$
$
$
-$

203,657
26,000
30,000
22,062

-$

170,000

-$

66,000

-$
-$

Identifying the Budget Strategy Moving Forward from 2017 - 2018

Global Ideas
Version 5 - May 2017
The problem
-$

948,445

$

712,000

If we remove $2 million from the Diocesan Trusts

the net effect is -$

172,580

If we sequester $1.7million from parish assets such as windfall gains from
land sales

the net effect is -$

172,882

Not proceeding with all new staff and cost reductions

-$

402,661

These strategies would produce

-$

748,124

Impact

-$

200,321

As part of the external review we have been advised that organisations
providing security or guarantees on loans would charge a security fee if the
Trustees did this the budget impact would be (not included)

-$

80,000

Defict

-$

120,321

We need to find
Doubling parish assessment based on 2017 would provide
but that would mean a minimum assessment per parish of $10,000/

Your Diocesan Council doesn’t see this as a solution
One of our best strategies is to pay off the loan by using trusts and assets

Does not take into account impact of redress exceeding estimates for 2017 or 2018

